**Turnitin** is an Internet-based plagiarism-prevention service that can find and highlight matching or unoriginal text in a written assignment. METU students, who are about to graduate, have to upload their thesis to Turnitin to check out their thesis originality. The figure below shows the overview of the Turnitin assignment submission and originality comparison process.
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We regularly create Turnitin accounts for the students whose jury date comes and send these account information to their student e-mail accounts (e******@metu.edu.tr). If your jury date passed and you haven’t got any e-mail about your Turnitin account, please send e-mail to:

**fbetez@metu.edu.tr**

*Please, do not insist on having a Turnitin Account if your jury date hasn’t come*

**NOTE:** E-mails should include:

- Student ID Number
- Name
- Surname
- Department Name
- Program Type (M.Sc. / Ph.D.)
- Jury date